Fairness is making things equal for everyone. It is also about taking turns and following rules. There are many ways to be fair.

Rita was a real stickler for the rules. Some people complained about it, but she liked a fair game. If she lost a game, she lost because she didn’t play as well, not because of cheating. The other kids called her ‘the umpire’ because she was so fair.

Ken was the classroom’s snack helper. He was the best at making sure everyone got their fair share. No one ever complained about not getting as much as someone else. He was very careful to give everyone the same amount. Everyone liked that about Ken.

How do you show fairness?
Character Stories

NAME:

Fairness

1. What is Rita’s nickname?
   A) judge   B) umpire   C) ruler   D) rulebook

2. Who gives everyone a fair amount of snack?
   A) Ken   B) Kelly   C) Kurt   D) Katie

3. _______ liked that about Ken.
   A) No one   B) John   C) Someone   D) Everyone

4. Rita likes when people break the rules in games.
   A) True   B) False

5. I can show fairness by _________________________
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Fairness

1. What is Rita’s nickname?
   A) judge    B) umpire    C) ruler    D) rulebook
   ○ Ken      B) Kelly     C) Kurt     D) Katie

2. Who gives everyone a fair amount of snack?
   ○ Ken      B) Kelly     C) Kurt     D) Katie

3. _______ liked that about Ken.
   A) No one    B) John    C) Someone    D) Everyone
   ○ No one    B) John     C) Someone    D) Everyone

4. Rita likes when people break the rules in games.
   A) True      B) False
   ○ True       B) False

5. I can show fairness by ________________________________